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Visual deprivation induces a stronger
dive response in a harbor porpoise

Ciska Bakkeren,1 Michael Ladegaard,1 Kirstin Anderson Hansen,2,3 Magnus Wahlberg,2

Peter Teglberg Madsen,1,4,* and Laia Rojano-Doñate1

SUMMARY

The dive response allows marine mammals to perform prolonged breath-hold
dives to access richmarine prey resources. Via dynamic adjustments of peripheral
vasoconstriction and bradycardia, oxygen consumption can be tailored to breath-
hold duration, depth, exercise, and even expectations during dives. By investi-
gating the heart rate of a trained harbor porpoise during a two-alternative forced
choice task, where the animal is either acousticallymasked or blindfolded, we test
the hypothesis that sensory deprivation will lead to a stronger dive response to
conserve oxygen when facing a more uncertain and smaller sensory umwelt. We
show that the porpoise halves its diving heart rate (from 55 to 25 bpm) when
blindfolded but presents no change in heart rate during masking of its echoloca-
tion. Therefore, visual stimuli may matter more to echolocating toothed whales
than previously assumed, and sensory deprivation can be a major driver of the
dive response, possibly as an anti-predator measure.

INTRODUCTION

The cornerstone of the impressive diving capabilities of marine mammals is the dive response, which in its

most extreme form conserves blood oxygen for the hypoxia-sensitive brain and heart during prolonged

breath-hold dives.1 This is achieved by peripheral and visceral vasoconstriction, accompanied by a lowered

heart rate to maintain steady blood pressure when diving.2–4 The tight connection between peripheral

vasoconstriction and cardiac output makes heart rate a good proxy for the magnitude of the dive response.

Oxygen conservation mechanisms during diving were previously considered parts of a simple on-off re-

flex,3 but later it was realized that for marine mammals, the intensity of the dive response is highly dynamic,

depending on dive duration, depth, and exercise.5–10 Dive response plasticity is beneficial for marinemam-

mals: for long dives, a strong dive response is needed to maintain the aerobic function of the brain and

heart; however, for short dives, a mild dive response maintains some blood flow to muscles and organs,

allowing for digestion while submerged and less use of myoglobin-bound oxygen stores in muscles, which

leads to minimal recovery time at the surface.6,11,12

Previous studies have identified that paranasal and blowhole wetting is an important driver to the onset of

the dive response,2,13–15 and that colder water can initiate a stronger dive response.7,16 It has also been

shown that cetaceans have some volitional control that can override peripheral vasoconstriction and brady-

cardia.12,13,17 This suggests a complex interplay between apnea, volitional planning, sensory feedback

from facial and blowhole wetting, and direct cognitive control of the dive response. A previous study by

McDonald et al (2018)8 noted a stronger decrease in heart rate when two captive harbor porpoises had

eye cups placed over their eyes during simulated prey capture events. Harbor porpoises are known to

have relatively good vision,18,19 but the degree to which it is used and for what is poorly understood. Conse-

quently, animals may bemore conservative with their oxygen usage when exposed to amore limited flow of

sensory information (e.g., visual deprivation), but it is also possible that the observed cardiac response may

stem from the increased drag of suction cups placed on the head.

To address if the dive response indeed is affected by sensory deprivation, we here studied the heart rate and

sensory performance of a trained, echolocating harbor porpoise in a target discrimination task, where it was

possible to make it challenging for the animal to either echolocate or use vision during active target selection.

Specifically, we tested the hypothesis that sensory deprivation leads to a stronger dive response to conserve
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oxygen for a potentially longer dive, and that deprivation of what is considered its primary sense, echoloca-

tion, leads to a stronger response than deprivation of what is considered its secondary modality, vision.

RESULTS

Reduced diving heart rate when blindfolded

A total of 60 trials were collected: 10 sends for each treatment condition (Figure 1 and Table 1). The per-

centage of correct target selection was high, ranging from 90 to 100% correct selection during most treat-

ment conditions regardless of noise. Success decreased slightly (80%) for trials with eye cups on both with

and without noise (Table 1). Median diving fH varied between 50 and 56 bpm in trials with no eye cups and

eye cups behind the eyes, both with and without high-frequency noise (Table 1). However, median diving fH
significantly decreased, reaching 24 and 26 bpm, when eye cups were on the eyes during no noise and high-

frequency noise, respectively (alpha = �28.9 (CI -32.8 to �25.0), p = <0.001; Table 1, Figures 2, 3A and

Table S1). Diving fH during high-frequency noise trials did not significantly differ from no noise trials (alpha =

0.02 (CI -3.1 – 3.1), p = 0.992; Figures 2, 3A, and Table S1).

Indicators of increased challenge when blindfolded and acoustically masked

Freja used a median of 20 scans during control conditions (no noise, no eye cups) that significantly

increased to 24 when eyecups were on the eyes both with and without noise (alpha = 0.37 (CI 0.2–0.5),

p = <0.001; Figure 3B and Table S1). However, the total number of scans significantly decreased to 14

or 11, when high-frequency noise was played and eyecups were not placed on the eyes (no eyecups and

eyecups behind eyes) (alpha = �0.25 (CI -0.4 to �0.1), p = <0.001; Figure 3B and Table S1). The median

click source level was 182 dB re 1 mPa during control treatments and significantly increased to 191 dB during

noise trials for all eyecup conditions (alpha = 8.8 (CI 7.4–10.1), p = <0.001; Figure 3C and Table S1). The

duration of sends ranged from 18 to 22 s and did not significantly differ between most conditions (Tables 1

and S1). However, trials with eye cups on and no noise were significantly longer (alpha = 2.1 (CI 0.5–3.7),

p = 0.010; Figure 3D and Table S1). Median buzz start ranges for all conditions ranged from 22 to 38 cm

and were not significantly different from control trials (Table 1, Figure 3E, and Table S1). The post-hoc anal-

ysis of the median percent change in diving fH compared to median diving fH following the buzz demon-

strated an increase of 5–10% around 3 s following the target touch for all conditions with and without noise,

except for those with eye cups on eyes that demonstrated a larger increase of 30–40% (Figure 4A). Mini-

mum specific action (MSA) indicated maximal swimming effort around 0–1 s following the target touch

for all treatment conditions (Figure 4B). During high-frequency noise trials, the received noise level

A

B

D

C

Figure 1. Experimental setup

(A) balcony view (B) porpoise with DTAG and eyecups on (C) schematic view (D) matrix of number of treatment conditions.
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consistently increased during the approach (Figure 5C), and the playback noise dominated the frequency

spectrum (Figures 5A and 5B). The median echo-to-noise ratio during the approach was 42 dB for control

trials, but reduced to values ranging from 8 to 17 dB during noise trials (Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

Marine mammals manage their oxygen use and body nitrogen tensions via the dive response modulated

according to exercise, dive duration, and expectation.8,10,20 Here we test if the dive response, as assessed

by changes in heart rate, may also be modulated by the complexity of the dynamic sensory umwelt under-

water. As amodel system to answer that question, we used a trained echolocating harbor porpoise carrying

a sound and ECG recording DTAG in an active target discrimination task. Harbor porpoises find and

capture prey using echolocation, commonly considered their main sensory modality21–24 despite their rela-

tively good vision.18,19 As these marine predators are often considered obligate echolocators, we hypoth-

esized that acoustic masking would lead to a stronger dive response compared to visual deprivation.

We reject that hypothesis by showing that sensory deprivation via visual blindfolding caused a significantly

stronger dive response than during controls or when echolocation was masked (Table 1 and Figure 3). By

also running trials with the eye cups behind the eyes, we show that the increased bradycardia during blind-

Table 1. Summary heart rate, correct target percentage, number of scans, click source level, duration of send, and buzz range

Noise level Treatment N

Median

diving

fH (bpm)

Correct

target (%)

Median

number

of scans

Median Click

Source Level

(dB re 1 mPa)

Median

duration

of send (s)

Median buzz

range (cm)

No noise No eye cups 10 53 G 12 100 20 G 5 182 G 4 19 G 4 24 G 25

Eye cups behind

eyes

10 50 G 12 100 21 G 4 182 G 6 18 G 4 38 G 14

Eye cups 10 24 G 2 80 24 G 7 181 G 2 22 G 6 30 G 11

High frequency

noise

No eye cups 10 56 G 13 100 14 G 3 190 G 7 19 G 3 35 G 113

Eye cups behind

eyes

10 52 G 8 90 11 G 7 192 G 5 19 G 3 22 G 20

Eye cups 10 26 G 6 80 24 G 7 189 G 4 20 G 2 38 G 7

Number of sends (N), median across trials of median diving instantaneous heart rate (fH), correct target percentage, median number of scans on both targets,

median click source level, median duration of sends, and median start of buzz range for no noise and high frequency noise with no eye cups, eye cups behind

eyes, and eye cups on eyes. Interquartile ranges (IQR) are given for median diving fH, number of scans, click source level, duration of sends, and buzz range.

Figure 2. Instantaneous heart rate (fH, bpm) over time during each dive

The solid vertical line indicates the time when the porpoise touches the target. Different trial conditions are indicated by

colored lines, whereas noise conditions are indicated by dashed lines. Different conditions are: Ctnc (no noise, no eye

cups), Ctcc (no noise, eye cups behind eyes), Ctec (no noise, eye cups on eyes), Hfnc (high frequency noise, no eye cups),

Hfcc (high frequency noise, eye cups behind eyes), Hfec (high frequency noise, eye cups on eyes).
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folded trials is not the result of increased drag from the cups, but due to the blindfolding (Table 1 and Fig-

ure 3). These results are surprising to us as we predicted that masking of the primary sensory modality,

echolocation, would evoke more conservative gas management via a deeper bradycardia than deprivation

of what is considered its secondary modality, vision. However, in the blindfolded trials we completely

removed visual cues for both the discrimination task and navigation at large, whereas the masking trials

only made echolocation more difficult in the direction of the two targets, and not for navigation at large,

owing to the highly directional nature of the toothed whale biosonar system.25

In situations where the echolocating porpoise was masked by interfering noise but not blindfolded, the

number of performed scans to successfully locate the target was reduced compared to control trials,

and the number of scans equally increased when blindfolded or masked and blindfolded (Table 1 and Fig-

ure 3). Additionally, the duration of sends was longer for trials with eyecups on and the source levels (SL) of

the clicks were higher (Table 1 and Figure 3), demonstrating increased difficulty in the echolocation task

with noise. Harbor porpoises have been shown to increase the number of clicks, and thus sampling effort,

in detection and discrimination experiments when the task becomes more difficult.26,27 However, during

auditory masking, the reduction in the number of scans is likely related to Freja relyingmore on visual inputs

when not blindfolded. Despite the reduction in scans, an increased click SL was necessary to solve the task

when acoustically masked with and without blindfolding. Thus, despite that masking was successful as

parametrized by higher error rates, more scans, longer dives, higher SL in noise, and decreased echo-

to-noise ratio (Figures 3 and 6), we found no significant changes to the dive response (Figure 3A).

The stronger dive response during visual deprivation may reveal that, when possible, porpoises may use

their eyes for navigation or predator avoidance much more than previously believed, indicating that

Figure 3. Heart rate and echolocation parameters as a function of sensory deprivation condition

(A) Diving instantaneous heart rate (fH, bpm), (B) number of scans from porpoise on both correct and alternate target,

(C) click source level of scans (dB re 1 mPa), (D) duration of send (s) from start of dive until target touch, (E) range from

targets at which the buzz begins (cm). Conditions are: no eye cups, eye cups behind eyes, and eye cups on eyes, and noise

level is indicated by the color. Violin plots indicate the distribution of values, the white point shows the median value, and

the thick line shows the interquartile range. Significant differences from the no noise no eye cups (control) treatment are

indicated by * with p < 0.05 and ** with p < 0.001.
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eyesight may be very useful for porpoises and other toothed whales despite their acute biosonar capa-

bilities. We speculate that the stronger dive response when blindfolded could reflect an increased pre-

dation sensitivity resulting from facing a smaller information flow from the environment, whereby the an-

imal employs stronger oxygen-conserving measures to potentially allow for prolonged dives as a

counter-predation measure. Importantly, the biosonar system supplies ample information directly ahead

of the animal in a narrow cone, whereas vision offers a much broader sensory field to detect and respond

to predators.

Results from the post-hoc analysis, where we investigated diving fH upon the completion of the task, re-

vealed that following the target touch, a temporary increase in fH was detected before returning to pre-

buzz diving fH (Figures 2 and 4). Such an increase in diving fH could be caused by the increased effort of

turning around following target selection. It has been shown that increases in exercise cause a corre-

sponding increase in fH.
10,28 However, the peak in MSA, a proxy for swimming effort, and the increase

in fH did not coincide in time (Figure 4). MSA between conditions peaked approximately at the same

time, in all cases shortly before the increase in fH was detected 2 s later (Figure 4). Thus, we posit that

increases in exercise may not be the cause of the post-target touch increase in fH. It has also been shown

that many marine mammals incite pre-surface tachycardia in anticipation of surfacing to maximize CO2

offload and O2 uptake and minimize time spent at the surface.11,28,29 However, this ascent tachycardia

is often gradual as ascent begins with a sudden increase in the seconds before surfacing. This increase

in fH found with Freja is likely not due to ascent tachycardia as the increase in fH following the target touch

is very brief, and Freja swam back to the trainer underwater taking between 10 and 15 s before the ascent

began. During this return trip to the trainer, fH returned to pre-target touch values. It has previously been

suggested that trained dolphins and belugas will produce a victory squeal following the completion of a

task.30 The increase in fH observed in this study could therefore be an excitement response following a joy

reaction to completing the task.

In conclusion, we find that for the same dive duration, task and depth, a marine mammal may evoke very

different dive responses depending on the availability of sensory information. With such a strong regula-

tion of gas exchange from visual blindfolding employed as a potential anti-collision or predator avoidance

strategy, we demonstrate the importance of visual sensory information for this previously considered obli-

gate echolocator. This link between the regulation of diving physiology and sensory inputs should continue

to be studied and compared with other species, including deep divers where this physiological interplay

may explain mass strandings in relation to sonar exercises.

Figure 4. Percentage change in heart rate after target touch with MSA

(A) Median percent change (%) in diving instantaneous heart rate (fH) after target touch (solid line) compared to

median diving heart rate, and (B) median minimum specific action (MSA; m s�2) across conditions. Different

conditions are: Ctnc (no noise, no eye cups), Ctcc (no noise, eye cups behind eyes), Ctec (no noise, eye cups on

eyes), Hfnc (high frequency noise, no eye cups), Hfcc (high frequency noise, eye cups behind eyes), Hfec (high

frequency noise, eye cups on eyes).
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Limitations of the study

One of the limitations to consider is that the visual and auditory deprivations were not of equal strength.

Freja was fully deprived of vision when blindfolded; however, acoustically she could still hear even though

she was partially masked in the direction of the targets. It is therefore difficult to directly compare the effect

of different types of sensory deprivation; if Freja was fully deprived of hearing, she would perhaps have re-

acted with a stronger dive response. Another potential limitation is that the conclusion of this study is

based on the reaction of dive response to sensory deprivation on a single trained harbor porpoise living

long-term in captivity. It is possible that Freja has adjusted to a lifetime of safety in a well-known environ-

ment and therefore, she could be less dependent on echolocation compared to visual cues than her wild

counterparts when acoustically masked. Nonetheless, Freja has been shown to have maintained the same

diel and seasonal variations in clicking activity as wild porpoises.31 It is also important to mention that there

can be large variations in behavioral and physiological responses to disturbance between individuals in a

population and hence, results from this study could be specific to Freja. However, in the previous study by

McDonald et al (2018),8 Freja was studied along with another porpoise who also displayed a near halving in

fH during blindfolded trials suggesting a consistency in reaction to visual deprivation at least across long-

term captive animals.

STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:

A B

C

D

Figure 5. Target approach example for a trial with masking noise in the one third-octave band centered at

125 kHz

(A) Spectrogram of the on-animal recording showing the increase in masking noise as the porpoise approaches the

target. The x axis shows time relative to when the porpoise touches the target sphere. Note that the on-animal recording

contains considerable click energy well above 150 kHz, which is not observed in recordings made from the targets ahead

of the porpoise. Note also that there are no obvious signs of the masking noise level suddenly dropping and increasing,

showing that the masking noise was not being shadowed by the target sphere.

(B) Mean power spectrum of the same recording as in (A).

(C) The median noise level measured before each click in ten 1 ms time bins over the 10 ms window preceding each click

detection.

(D) The back-calculated peak-to-peak apparent source level (ASL) estimated from the aluminum target recordings by

adding 20log10(range) to the received levels. The red asterisks in (C and D) indicate on-axis clicks where ASL = SL.
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Figure 6. Echo-to-noise ratio (dB) of porpoise clicks that are on-axis relative to the aluminum target across

varying conditions

Different conditions are: Ctnc (no noise, no eye cups), Ctcc (no noise, eye cups behind eyes), Ctec (no noise, eye cups on

eyes), Hfnc (high frequency noise, no eye cups), Hfcc (high frequency noise, eye cups behind eyes), Hfec (high frequency

noise, eye cups on eyes).
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead con-

tact, Peter Teglberg Madsen (peter.madsen@bio.au.dk).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new materials.

Data and code availability

All original data and code have been deposited with Mendeley Data and are publicly available as of the

date of publication. DOIs are listed in the key resources table. Any additional information required to re-

analyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Research facility and animal

Experiments were conducted at Fjord&Bælt in Kerteminde, Denmark, from February to April 2022. During

the experiments, a trained adult harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena), Freja (27-year-old female, 70 kg)

was housed in a 20 311 m semi-natural research pool (Figure 1). Freja is a long-term captive animal expe-

rienced in performing trained research experiments with no known health issues to influence the cardiac

and respiratory responses to external stimuli. Freja was trained using operant conditioning and positive

reinforcement: Desired behavioral responses were marked by a whistle (conditioned reinforcer), and a

subsequent reward of freshly thawed herring, capelin, or sprat. Animal diets were not constrained for

experimental purposes. The data collection at Fjord&Bælt was conducted under approval by the IACUC

of Aarhus University #3412.

METHOD DETAILS

Experimental setup and equipment

Freja was presented with a two-alternative forced-choice task,32 where she was rewarded for selecting a

standard target (aluminum sphere, target strength of �39 dB) against an alternative target, either a

more challenging stainless-steel target (target strength �37 dB), or a slightly easier brass target (target

strength �36 dB), in both cases placed 1 m from the standard target.33 Both targets were 50.8 mm (diam-

eter) solid spheres attached via lines and hooks to ametal frame that was lowered into the water to allow for

easy target repositioning. Two calibrated custom-built cylindrical hydrophones (sensitivity �212 dB re

1V/1 mPa) were placed 4 cm above the target centers, continuously recorded sound during trials (sampling

rate 500 kHz, 16 bits, flat frequency response ofG2 dB between 100 and 160 kHz). High frequency noise was

played from a B&K 8105 hydrophone lowered 1 m into the water and placed 1 m behind the targets. Freja

was free-swimming and carried a multisensor tag attached dorsally behind the blowhole with suction cups

(Figure 1B). The tag, either an ECG-DTAG3 or ECG-DTAG4,8,34 recorded ECG data (sampled at 500 Hz),

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Raw data and MATLAB code This paper Mendeley Data

https://doi.org/10.17632/8nb2fzwcns.1

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Phocoena phocoena Fjord&Bælt, Denmark N/A

Software and algorithms

MATLAB MathWorks v. R2021b The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA
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and sound (sampled at 500 kHz for DTAG3 or 576 kHz for DTAG4), with 16-bit resolution, a clip level of

189 dB re 1 mPa (DTAG3) and 178 dB re 1 mPa (DTAG4) and a flat (G3 dB) frequency response from 80

to 150 kHz. The tag also recorded depth, magnetic field, and acceleration, which were commonly down-

sampled to 25 Hz.

Experimental conditions

Six different possible combinations of conditions were measured to determine the effects of auditory

masking or visual deprivation on the dive response. The trials combined three alternative conditions for

visual deprivation: 1) no eye cups (control), 2) eye cups 10 cm behind the eyes (to control for the effect

of having cups attached to the body causing drag), and 3) opaque silicone eye cups on the eyes; and

two different conditions for acoustic masking: 1) no noise (control), and 2) high-frequency noise (one-

third-octave band filtered noise centered at 125 kHz with maximum received levels of 125 dB re 1 mPa).

The 125 kHz noise band was used to offer maximum masking of echolocation, as it fully overlaps with

the frequencies and bandwidth of porpoise biosonar clicks,24,35 and the received masking noise exposure

levels were between 40 and 80 dB above porpoise hearing thresholds.36 These conditions are summarized,

and the setup demonstrated in Figure 1.

Trials began with a stainless-steel alternate target and high frequency noise with received levels of 125 dB

re 1 mPa (rms) at the targets. After 15 trials, in an attempt to increase the masking of the porpoise clicks, the

noise level was increased to 135 dB re 1 mPa. However Freja became non-cooperative, at which point the

high-frequency noise level was returned to 125 dB re 1 mPa, and the steel target was replaced with a brass

target, a slighter easier echolocating task.33 These setting were used for the rest of the data collection, and

none of the 135 dB noise trials were included in the final analysis.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data processing

All data were processed in MATLAB v. R2021b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) using custom-writ-

ten scripts and the animal tags toolbox (www.animaltags.org). ECG data were filtered and downsampled to

250 Hz to reduce noise. A supervised heartbeat peak detector was used to process ECG data. Automatic

peak detections were manually checked to identify potential false and missed beat detections. Instanta-

neous heart rate (fH) was calculated as 60 s divided by the time difference between two neighboring heart

beats. The fH was assigned to the time of the second beat. Less than 1% of ECG data had low signal-to-

noise ratio, and were removed from further analysis. The median diving fH per send was established by

taking the median fH across the 10 s before Freja touched a target. The median fH was used rather than

the mean as the median removes any outliers in the ECG data either due to incorrect peak detection,

low signal-to-noise ratio or sudden increases in heart rate.

To determine the effects of both noise and the presence of eye cups on the difficulty in solving the task, and

on the effort that Freja put into completing the task acoustically and behaviorally, we measured 1) number

of on-axis scans of the biosonar beam across the targets, used as a proxy to determine the number of times

Freja acoustically examined each target before making her final choice, 2) click source level, 3) trial dura-

tion, and 4) target range at buzz start. Porpoise clicks were detected in the sound recordings of both

the DTAG and the target hydrophones using a supervised click detector. Sound recordings from both de-

vices were synchronized using an estimated offset and matching the same click from both the DTAG and

target recording using the inter-click interval (ICI) as described in Ladegaard & Madsen, 2019.37 On-axis

scans were determined by selecting the click with the highest target received level (RL) within a click

sequence of increasing and decreasing RL (sensu Ladegaard & Madsen, 2019).37 1) The number of scans

was taken as the sum of on-axis scans in the aluminum and alternate (steel/brass) sphere recording. 2) Click

source level was back-calculated by adding 20log10(range) to the received levels of the on-axis clicks, quan-

tified as peak-to-peak (pp), on the aluminum target. 3) Trial duration was estimated as the time that Freja

dove below the water until the time that she touched the target. 4) Buzz range was determined by selecting

the beginning of the buzz (i.e., series of rapid clicks with ICI <10 ms, sensu Ladegaard & Madsen, 2019)37

and determining the corresponding animal-to-target range. The animal-to-target range was measured us-

ing the time delay between the same click recorded on the DTAG and the hydrophone, assuming a sound

speed of 1500 m/s (see Ladegaard & Madsen, 201937 for details).
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To address the level of biosonar masking and assess task difficulty, the echo-to-noise ratio (ENR) was esti-

mated relative to the aluminum target. First, the recordings were band-pass filtered (sixth order filter) at the

one-third octave band centered at 125 kHz. The echo level (EL) received at the porpoise was then estimated

from the target recordings by subtracting a transmission loss estimate of 20log10(range) from the RMS RL at

the aluminum target and adding a TS of �39 dB. The RMS RL was computed within the click duration

defined by the�10 dB points on either side of the peak of the amplitude envelope. Themasking noise level

(NL) was estimated from the on-animal recordings by dividing the 10 ms window prior to each click detec-

tion into ten 1 ms bins, then computing the RMS level for each bin, and then reporting the median value of

those. For approach clicks, where ICI exceeds 10 ms, this NL estimation approach served to estimate only

continuous noise while excluding occasional transients such as surface and bottom reflections and clicks

from conspecifics. In trials without masking noise playback, the recorders were limited by self-noise in

the 125 kHz band. We therefore opted for estimating ambient NL within the 125 kHz one-third octave

band based on thermal noise,38,39 which amounted to an estimated isotropic NL of 72 dB re mPa. From

this NL estimate we then subtracted 11.7 dB to correct for the high-frequency hearing directivity of the

porpoise hearing system.40 In trials with playbacks of masking noise, we did not correct NL estimates for

hearing directivity as the masking noise was directly in the sonar beam of the approaching porpoise.

A post-hoc analysis revealed that fH after Freja touched the target slightly increase during a short period of

time while still diving (Figure 2). To analyze the percent change in fH after the buzz, we binned data into 2 s

from 4 s before to 10 s after the start of the buzz, took the difference from the median diving fH between

subsequent bins and converted to percent increase. The median of each bin was taken across sends for

each condition. To assess the association of increase in fH following the buzz to exercise, minimum specific

acceleration (MSA, m s�2 41; a proxy for swimming effort) was determined from the three axis acceleration

data recorded by the DTAG. Median MSA was taken for each point across all sends for each condition for

4 s before and 10 s after the start of the buzz.

Statistical analysis

The effects of visual deprivation or masking of the echolocation on the dive response were assessed by

examining the association between median fH and deprivation condition. Data was collected over

12 days with 4 - 6 sends per day. We used Generalized Linear Mixed-Models (fitlme or fitglme functions)

to account for the dependent nature of data coming from the same day; all models included fH as an inde-

pendent variable, date as a random intercept and deprivation condition (i.e., visual deprivation and acous-

tic masking) as a fixed effect. The interaction between the two conditions was examined; however, no sig-

nificance was found and hence the interaction was excluded from the models. In addition, we used the

same model structure to investigate the effect of the conditions on the send duration, number of scans

on both targets, buzz range, and click source level. The response variable was modeled using a Gaussian

function for all variables except number of scans on both targets, where a Poisson (link = log) was used, as

the response variable represented a count. The assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity of resid-

uals were checked and satisfied for all models. The threshold for statistical significance was set to 0.05. Re-

sults are reported by an estimate (alpha, in the unit of each parameter), its 95% confidence interval (CI) and

a p value (p).
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